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 All That Glitters Is Not Gold: Mergers and Acquisitions 

Amanda Guillen[I]

The office of the scholar is to cheer, to raise, and to guide men by showing them facts amidst appearances.[2]

Introduction

      In 2021, “the overall value of Mergers and Acquisitions (“M&A”) stood at $5.8 trillion,” an increase of 64% from 2020.[2] Not only did 2021

have a scorching increase from the prior year, but the sheer dollar amount of $5.8 trillion of M&A activity is worth mentioning as well. $5.8 trillion is

the equivalent to the market value of Apple ($3 trillion), Microsoft ($2.5 trillion), and Disney ($0.3 trillion) combined.[3] With the headwinds faced

moving into 2022, such as inflation, rising cost of capital, supply chain issues with Ukraine, and geopolitical tensions from US-China[4]… 2022 will

still likely reach $4.7 trillion in deal value by year-end, which would make it one of the strongest markets of the past 20 years.

      “Firms engage in mergers because they see a profitable opportunity.”[5] If a firm can purchase another company in the hopes of reducing costs,

“the result can be lower prices for consumers and improved overall economic welfare.”[6] This is just one example of how a firm can meet the goal of

a profitable opportunity. One of the most significant mergers that impact life today is the growth of the American Telephone and Telegraph (AT&T).[7]

In 1883, AT&T “adopted a strategy of merging local telephone companies into a national system.[8] The resulting network reduced the costs of

interconnecting large numbers of users, and the telephone quickly replaced the telegraph as the communications technology of choice.”[9] Ultimately

generating long-term value for shareholders, who provide the capital that allows companies to invest, and innovate, is a fundamental reason for firms

engaging in a merger.[10] Bringing us back to present day, with the trending highest volume of M&A activity in history… is this activity still generating

value for shareholders?
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      It is too early to tell if the flurry of activity from 2021 to 2022 will lead to successful business outcomes. However, data for previous years’ M&A

activity is available.[11] Per Harvard Business Review, typically “70%-90% of acquisitions are abysmal failures.”[12] Failure is the state or condition

of not meeting a desirable or intended objective and may be viewed as the opposite of success[13]—and it seems a bit harsh to put M&A activity in

that category. Because failure may seem fatal, as if it is impossible to climb out of this state of failure. But failure is not fatal. The failure to recognize

change to meet the intended objective is fatal.

      This Note begins in Part I with an overview of M&A. This section discusses the original goal of M&A which is to maximize shareholder value. In

theory, the shareholder wealth maximization norm[14] is the north star that guides business executives and the law. The shareholder wealth

maximation norm sets the intended objective as—the pursuit of increasing share price maximizes the wealth of actual shareholders.[15] Moreover,

Part I sets the stage for what is a corporation and M&A. In Part II, this section builds on a case study of recent M&A transactions. Further, this Part

goes into the factors that may contribute to challenges seen in M&A. In Part III, this Part proposes using earnout provisions in M&A contracts as a

solution for leaders to implement.

 

                              I.              The Measure for Successful M&A—Shareholder Wealth Maximization

      U.S. Corporate law gives control of the corporation in the board of directors and those executives to whom the board properly delegates

decision-making authority.[16] The discretionary powers conferred on directors and officers, are to be directed towards a single end; the

maximization of shareholder wealth.[17] “Shareholder wealth maximization long has been the fundamental norm which guides U.S. corporate

decisionmakers.”[18] In the landmark Michigan Supreme Court case Dodge v. Ford Motor, Co.:

A business corporation is organized and carried on primarily for the profit of the stockholders. The powers of the directors are to be

employed for that end. The discretion of directors is to be exercised in the choice of means to attain that end, and does not extend to a

change in the end itself, to the reduction of profits, or to the nondistribution of profits among stockholders in order to devote them to other

purposes.[19]

“The shareholder wealth maximization norm exerts tremendous influence on both business practice and corporate legal scholarship.”[20] Per eBay

Domestic Holdings, Inc., corporate management is legally required to pursue profit; it must also seek to maximize the shareholders’ financial interests.

[21] As such, publicly traded companies place great importance on their stock share price, which reflects a corporation’s overall financial health. The

higher a stock price is, the more ideal a company’s prospects are. The norm and the related focus on share prices rest on two key assumptions: (1)

that the pursuit of shareholder wealth maximization, as measured by share price, effectively maximizes the wealth of actual shareholders and (2) that

the pursuit of shareholder wealth maximization, as measured by share price, is socially beneficial.[22] If the share price is not increasing, then the

practice should be to change course.

          With the proliferation of M&A activity in recent years, it would be safe to assume that share prices are also increasing. But is all this huge influx

of M&A activity providing increased shareholder value or is all that glitters is not gold? 

 

A.         Background 

      A corporation is a legal entity.[23] One of the main advantages of a corporation is the benefit of centralized management.[24] Shareholders

elect a corporation’s directors, who have the power to manage and oversee the corporation’s business.[25] Shareholders play only a limited

governance role, in part because the directors have fiduciary duties to act in the best interests of the corporation.[26] The directors typically delegate

responsibility for daily decisions to corporate officers.[27] The separation between shareholder ownership and managerial control is one of the

distinctive features of modern corporations.[28]

      Centralized management has allowed individuals to partake in a comparative advantage. Comparative advantages describe a situation in which

an individual can produce a service at a lower opportunity cost than another.[29] Here, a shareholder elects a corporation’s directors so that they

can best utilize their time as they see fit. The corporation’s directors produce a more significant financial benefit in the best interests of the corporation.

In theory, the corporation’s directors manage a corporation at a lower opportunity cost, compared to an individual shareholder given their

knowledge and expertise. 



      While a corporation has many advantages, there are also corresponding disadvantages—agency issues. The corporation, a legal construct, can

act only through the agency of human beings.[30] Agency is a consensual relationship between two parties, the “principal” and the “agent.”[31] The

principal selects the agent, who agrees to act on the principal’s behalf and subject to the principal’s control.[32]

      In regard to mergers and acquisitions, agency implications could be value destroying when managers engage in opportunistic acquisition

reasons for self-interest.[33] Empire building motives, managerial myopia, overconfidence, misaligned incentives, and poor corporate governance

can all exacerbate the agency problem.[34] For example, there are various ways that managers can build empires so as to increase the size of their

firm, also known as their sphere of control.[35] When managers have larger companies to manage, they are seen as having more power.[36]

Managers’ empire building incentives can also be related to their compensation packages, which are often tied to a larger firm size measured by its

combined market value.[37] Therefore, mergers and acquisitions are often considered a good candidate for rapidly and effectively increasing firm

size.[38] Studies also show that where managerial compensation is based on the acquisition of profits, with no emphasis on long-term incentives, that

this would provide managers with perverse incentives to acquire companies so as to increase the size of their firm, despite ultimately leading to

deterioration in shareholder value.[39]  

      Another issue between “agents” and “principals” are misuse of resources. “Agents” can use their position to divert the corporation’s funds

towards initiatives that the “agent” personally wants to achieve. Breaching fiduciary duties[40], a manager could have the desire to acquire a

company as a “pet project,” which may have diminishing returns.[41] The desire to acquire this “pet project” company would devote millions,

potentially billions of dollars of financial and human resources that belong to the corporation, but in essence, funds that belong to the shareholders.

For example, AOL’s CEO hatched Patch in 2007 while an executive at Google, then convinced AOL to purchase Patch after he took over in 2009.

[42] AOL shareholders felt the CEO cling to Patch with a blind paternal love.[43] Over five years, Patch is estimated to cost AOL between $200

million and $300 million to run.[44] “It is easy to see how an agent, having the power to exercise control over assets belonging to the principal, may

be tempted to use those assets in a way that benefits the agent’s ego”.[45]  

      This challenge between “agents” and “principals,” it might seem as though the ability to maximize value may never be achieved.[46] Even with

the agency issues, the ability to maximize value has been achieved—historically, the stock market has provided around 6% of annual returns over the

long term.[47] For most Americans, 6% sounds pretty good. And for most Americans, how much they have to invest is singularly a function of how

much they can make from their labor. The American people who owe almost all their wealth to their ability to hold a job and to secure gains in wages

—"is true for 99% of Americans”.[48] After putting in a minimum 40 hours of work a week, the fruits of American labor are spent on a house and car

payment, student loans, wedding debt, and the leftover cash is put towards a new air conditioner or an on-call plumber. The remainder is invested in

a 401(k) plan where the funds are out of reach until the investor reaches the age fifty-nine and a half.[49] It is not a surprise that “…nearly half of all

working-age families have zero retirement savings…”[50] For these reasons, it makes sense to question whether this hard-earned money is earning

the biggest bang for your buck. If these agency issues were nailed down, could the new normal average returns be 12% or 24%? The sky is the limit.

 

B.         M&A

      M&A involves the buying and selling of corporations.[51]  M&A deals are done from the direction of executives, “who also largely run the deal-

making process”.[52] The acquiring company is called the “bidder” or “acquirer”. The “target” is the company that is about to be acquired.

Historically, the United States has had a relatively pro takeover regulatory environment.[53]

      With the general economic outlook relatively stable, executive confidence is at an all-time high to pursue acquisitions they have long considered.

[54] “Management teams have been dusting off corporate playbooks for potential deals”[55] and to do—acquire companies—than do not. Based

on the converging factors, dealmakers find themselves in a sweet spot between the optimism of the market and the bountiful economic landscape.

M&A will continue as a central feature of the global corporate landscape. But, the question still remains whether the flurry of activity continues to

increase shareholder wealth.[56]

 

 II.            Analysis

      This Part examines why M&A activity may not be as valuable as initially intended—increasing shareholder wealth. The first Section discusses M&A

impact on shareholder prices by case studies. The second Section discusses inherent finance and legal challenges inherent in M&A deals.



A.       Profitability Analysis of Companies Engaging in M&A 

Many scholars have examined the impact of M&A and whether there have been profitable results. In theory, these studies have inherently had

several limitations. The main limitation is truly understanding the source of merger gains or losses and gathering this data systematically across

companies in similar industries, sizes, and goals. The challenge is clearly correlating that M&A activity is the source of increased share price or if

there are other factors involved. Perhaps there could be a new marketing scheme that propelled the stock price, or a competitor left the industry, in

which both instances could increase the share price—neither having to do with increased M&A activity. Correspondingly, the reverse is true.

Companies could neglect their marketing teams and a competitor enter the market, causing cause share price to decrease—again, these activities

would have nothing to do with M&A activity. Because of the difficulty of acquiring the necessary data, scholars have typically taken a case study

approach, examining a few mergers within the same of comparable industries.[57]

Studies have been completed over the years conveying evidence that mergers cut deep into the financial red. In general, many large-scale

acquisitions of public companies by other public companies result in significant losses for shareholders of acquiring firms.[58] Not only do bidder

shareholders lose, but the losses from these deals can be staggering.[59] For example, a study of deals from 1998 to 2001, finds that bidder

shareholders lost 12% for every dollar spent on acquisitions, for a total of $240 billion.[60] A study on law firm mergers performed analysis to

contradict the conventional wisdom that mergers enhance profitability through increased revenues and reduced costs.[61] The study showed that law

firms post-merger revenues were lower relative to competitor firms that than the sum of predecessor firms’ revenues, and cost per lawyer increase

markedly.[62] Further, a study of Asian bank mergers found no observable efficiency effects.[63] Another example in the electric power industry,

evidence suggests there are no net efficiency gains from M&A.[64] Ultimately, a significant body of recent finance literature finds evidence that

many, although not all, acquisitions destroy value for long-term [Bidder] shareholders.[65]

In contrast, there is data showing that mergers suggest that there are efficiency gains. One review suggests that efficiency gains predominated in

North American and European bank mergers.[66] Another study reviewed forty-nine studies and found that nearly three-quarters of them showed

mergers resulted in price increases.[67] In 2016, Bruce Blonigen and Justin Pierce studied U.S. manufacturing industries that covered companies from

the timber to electronics to printing services.[68] Blonigen’s and Pierce’s research demonstrated that the average merger increased market power.

[69] These studies contradict the initial case study on companies in the healthcare industry.

Overall, the infamous lawyerly response to whether mergers increase or decrease shareholder value is—it depends. It depends various circumstances

that vary according to market composition, industry, geographic location,[70] economics, and available data. Evidence supports each view and the

effects of mergers remain in dispute.[71] The idiosyncrasies of the specific companies and sectors limit the ability to generalize the data.[72] Evidence

exists that routinely show stock market event studies that find shareholder gains from mergers, at least in the short term.[73] On the other hand, there

are studies of actual operating effects that tend to show that gains from mergers are the exception rather than the rule.[74] The best example of the

ambivalent results is an economist who attempted to study the effects of all mergers in the world occurring over fifteen years.[75] The result of the

study found that only 29.1% of mergers appear to result in efficiency gains, with approximately the same number actually reducing efficiency.[76]

Although the data can be inconclusive as to whether mergers increase or decrease share price, it is important to recognize that the conventional

wisdom that mergers enhance profitability should not be assumed.

 

B.      Legal and Finance

This section assesses the factors that may have an impact on shareholder returns for M&A: Legal and Finance.

  i. Legal—Limited Liability for failed M&A Transactions

      In 2015, Microsoft wrote off 96% of the value of the handset business it had acquired from Nokia for $7.9 billion the previous year.[77] If an

executive were forced to clear out $7.9 billion from their savings account for a failed business acquisition, would the executive have purchased it in

the first place? Likely, not. Instead, the present law shields decision-makers from a potential liability through the business judgment rule leaving

shareholders, who are—besides employees—typically harmed the most by failed M&A transactions, largely unprotected.[78] Directors of public

corporations are seldom held personally liable for their decision making.[79]



      As part of the common law for at least one hundred and fifty years, the business judgment rule protects directors from liability for business

decisions, even those that were ill-chosen and resulted in losses to the corporation.[80] In Wrigley, the Chicago Cubs’ president refused to install

field lights for night games at Wrigley Field against the wishes of a shareholder.[81] The shareholder claimed that because the president refused to

install field lights for night games leading to lower profits for shareholders.[82] The court held that the judgment of the directors of the corporation

enjoys the benefit of a presumption that it was formed in good faith and was designed to promote the best interests of the corporation they serve.[83]

If the decisions are within the “realm of reason,” it generally will be protected.[84]

      The underlying consideration behind the business judgment rule is that the courts’ role is inherently different than a business decisionmaker for a

variety of reasons. For example, a judge deciding on a decision after the fact is plagued with hindsight bias.[85] Thus, judges tend to be ill-equipped

for reliably second-guessing the quality of business decisions.[86] Additionally, substantive judicial review of business decisions would require

significant resources.[87] As a manager in Corporate America, imagine if every time a poor decision was made, the courts were looming close by,

reprimanding every step. The business judgment rule expresses a balance between embracing economic freedom and informed risk-taking.[88] It

presumes the benefits from entrepreneurial risk-taking exceeds the cost resulting from wrong business decisions.[89] Essentially, the business decision

makers at Microsoft, although writing off $7.9 billion in 2015, have led to revenue growth of $800 billion in three years.[90]

          Despite the risks that directors and officers contribute to the failure of M&A transactions, they cannot be held liable under current law. The

courts understand that there is no reward with no risk and, as such, shareholders can be rewarded nicely or inadequately. The business judgment rule

protects directors and officers from liability which effectually makes acquiring companies a “win-win” because there is minimal risk to the directors

but a maximum reward to shareholders.

ii. Finance— 2+2 = 5? 

This section begins with the following observation made by an experienced M&A lawyer:

A major merger or acquisition can be a company-defining moment. The right business combination at the right price, with good

execution, can reposition the company, accelerate growth and shareholder return, and even change the game for an industry. But a bad

deal—whether the failure is rooted in the concept [i.e., the “logic of the deal,” that is, the business justification for the proposed

acquisition], the price, or the execution—is probably the fastest legal means of destroying shareholder value.[91] 

      Thus, in order to create shareholder value, the acquirer must purchase the target for a fair price.[92] When an acquirer overpays for a target,

spending resources on trying to meet unattainable financial goals can be unsalvageable. If each company A and B is worth $2, then after the merger

transaction, per the shareholder wealth maximization theory, it should be worth $5. If A purchases B for $2.5, but the benefits fail to materialize over

several years, this acquisition is doomed for failure. Because each year is spent trying to climb out of the financial hole it initially dug itself in.

However, zealous business executives continue to search for profitable opportunities in the hopes of increasing shareholder value. But all too often,

as seen in the popular press,[93] bidder overpayment and poorly performing corporate acquisitions strike out.

      An example is when Hewlett Packard (“HP”) purchased a British company, Autonomy, for $10.3 billion—a decision that was controversial with

HP shareholders who claimed HP was overpaying for Autonomy.[94] A year later, HP announced a write-down of $8.8 billion related to the

acquisition due to accounting irregularities.[95] HP was unable to realize the gains it expected from the acquisition.[96] Not only was there no

added benefit to the acquisition, but the cherry on top was a large securities class action suit.[97]

      A crucial component that can lead to the success of an M&A transaction begins at the initial due diligence. Due diligence is a thorough analysis

and investigation of the target company.[98] A company usually has a corporate development team that provides decision-makers with financial

information and assesses the risk and opportunities of engaging in a M&A transaction. Besides risk assessment and valuation, it typically prepares for

the composition of the contractual representations and warranties[99] and assesses whether the target company is a profitable opportunity. In

complete secrecy, the target provides information to the acquirer about the business, finances, tax, legal, and human resources.[100] Due to the

small window for providing this information, acquirer decision-makers rarely receive the information they need to make an informed decision from the

target. Additionally, another challenge for the acquirer is the mass of information that would need to be digested in a short timeline to make a well-

informed decision, not to mention ensuring that the right questions are asked of the target.

          After collecting information in the due diligence phase, the acquirer uses this information to make a well-informed purchase price for the target.

One of the most common methods to assess the value of a company is the discounted cash flow (DCF).[101] DCF models rely on estimates and

discounting all future cash flows to determine net present value.[102] The offer amount largely depends on the quality and extent of the available



data.[103] The models use assumptions provided by the target and market data to form a purchase price.[104]  The assumptions are the greatest

weakness in valuation models because essentially these assumptions predict the future[105]—something that is very challenging to do.

      With a mix of time pressures and assumptions to value the target, this could lead to negative financial consequences in which the acquirer

overpays for the target.[106] With the legal and financial challenges at play in an M&A transaction, is there a potential solution for management to

engage?

 

III.  An Opportunity for More Shareholder Wealth—A Call to Action

          Part III reflects on the challenges discussed in Part II and provides a solutions to the legal and financial challenges presented, by using earnout

provisions to align compensation incentives.

      As shadows cannot exist without light, the corporation’s advantage of a centralized management cannot exist without agency issues.[107] In

M&A deals, executive compensation is generally issued for “closing the deal”[108] rather than the financial success of the deal which can often take

years. On average, about a quarter of executives in acquired top management teams leave within the first year, a departure rate about three times

higher than in comparable companies that haven’t been acquired.[109] An additional 15% depart in the second year, roughly double the normal

turnover rate.[110] All too often, after the close of the deal, target executives are either mentally out the door or forcibly ushered out the door by the

acquirer. Target executives leave voluntarily after an acquisition for a variety of reasons. A couple of reasons are that target CEOs receive golden

parachutes at the time the merger is approved, [111] need a break, or don’t feel needed in the new company.[112] Limited liability, as discussed in

Part II, could be a hindrance to shareholder profitability when combined with executives that have no skin in the game.

      During the deal negotiation between the acquirer and target, an earnout provision can create incentives that encourage management to stay

after the acquisition. An earnout provision is a contractual payment mechanism in M&A where a relatively large part (often around a third) of the

deal consideration is deferred and payable at multiple stages, contingent upon observable measures of the target firm’s future performance.[113]

Another benefit of an earnout provision is that it provides continuity for the success after the acquisition. Target leaders can guide the integration of

the two companies, rather than leaving abruptly after the close of the transaction. Instead of incentivizing target executives to successfully complete

the transaction, the acquirer can negotiate incentives tied to the future success of the integration of the two companies.

An earnout provision emphasizes more skin in the game when it comes to spending the corporations, or shareholders’, assets for an acquisition.

Target managers are motivated to remain in the firm and maximize its performance (to receive the deferred payments).[114] Studies convey that

earnouts reduce the underlying valuation gap between the merging firms by explicitly linking the target firm’s payment in the acquisition to its future

performance.[115] This, in turn, is associated with an increased overall likelihood of merger success (and higher merger synergies).[116] Additionally,

the findings suggest higher acquirer gains relative to counterpart M&As without earnouts.[117]

      The financial blinders of overpaying for a company[118] can be reduced when earnout provisions are introduced. The leaders of the target

corporation will be incentivized to integrate the two companies successfully when their bonus is tied to completion milestones. Integration is the phase

after the transaction closes where employees from the target and acquirer work together to combine the companies. The integration involves constant

and cross-communication between all functions in the target and acquirer corporation—legal, human resources, finance, information technology,

R&D, and more. The integration phase is a people-intensive activity, and the corporation cannot have a successful conclusion unless they are fully

sourced and managed by empowered leaders.

      So, why is it that only 27% of companies utilize an earnout provision?[119] It is quite risky for the acquirer and target—it represents real dollars.

[120] An earnout provision could result in the acquirer paying more for the target than the buyer may have originally intended to pay.[121]

Additionally, the buyer and seller are at risk for litigation when it comes to the earnout formulae for the acquired business, leading to more expenses.

[122] For example, the allocation of overheard costs is a common challenge.[123] Or consider potential disputes over what numbers are included in

financial metrics to earn the earnout bonus. Further, goals may not be aligned.[124] For instance, the target’s management may be motivated to

maximize earn-out payments, but not necessarily to advance the buyer’s business strategy or interests.[125]

      Unfortunately, earnout provisions are often heavily negotiated and fact specific.[126] In 2013 to 2019, the percentage of transactions with

earnouts have been 25% to 27%.[127] This is a steep decline from the upward trend in 2007 to 2011, where the percentage of transactions with

earnouts increased from 19% to 38%, respectively.[128] An earnout forces the parties to think about the future, which is a good thing.[129] But, the

earnout also keeps an acquisition attorney asleep with one eye open because of the possible dreary outcomes. Lawyers negotiating earnouts on



behalf of their clients must have a keen eye for the relative risks and rewards of earnout provisions. As a result, the inclusion of earnout provisions in

M&A tends to be the exception rather than the rule.[130] However, using an earnout provision is a tool to provide leadership a tangible action

toward climbing an upward mountain of improving insatiable shareholder growth.

 

Conclusion

      This Note uses M&A activity as a lens to examine the shareholder wealth maximization norm. Part I provides the background on corporate M&A

and the shareholder wealth maximization norm. Part II examines case studies on M&A activity and trends in share price, and some of the financial

and legal reasons for some lackluster deals. Part III provides tangible solutions to improve shareholder wealth—earnout provisions. Overall, this Note

reveals that the traditional shareholder wealth maximization is limited and problematic. This Note does not attempt to prove that M&A activity does

not further shareholder wealth. But instead, whether shareholders could benefit from leadership decisions that execute on the plans they initially

intended. If shareholders are receiving a benefit from M&A activity, could shareholders be receiving more of a benefit?

      When AT&T merged with local telephone companies into a national system, the company changed America and, more importantly, the world. 

The ability to receive and send instant communication in this day has propelled our society to a new level of efficiency. Although 1883 was a much

simpler time with less globalization and fewer legal rules, one thing remains the same: creating value for shareholders. M&A should be more than just

romantic; it should produce a more efficient and valuable product. The idea that M&A could be just romantic rather than real begs the question—is

M&A providing a real benefit to shareholders? If not, how can we make it better? Or is M&A activity capped at maximum efficiency?

      For now, the law recognizes shareholder wealth maximization as the only game in town.[131] It is not about to change.[132] Further research

could persuade leaders, lawyers, and all those involved with M&A—to do the right thing—for the benefit of shareholders. If these questions are not

asked, shareholders will bear the brunt of the loss.        
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